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Field Note

Reflections on Creating ILA’s
Leadership Education Academy
Dan Jenkins, Ph.D., LEA Co-Chair, ILA Leadership Education MIG Immediate
Past-Chair and Corey Seemiller, Ph.D., LEA Co-Chair

The Experience

The Leadership Education Academy (LEA) emerged from
a December 2012 discussion between two ILA members
at a diner in Columbus, Ohio who had the idea of offering
a structured professional development experience for
leadership educators that was like no other experience
in the field. LEA was to be a cutting-edge, cohort-based
program that developed leadership educators personally
and professionally to enhance the curricular work they do
in an academic classroom or a student affairs program. So,
in early 2013, we assembled a team of talented faculty and
student affairs professionals from across the U.S. to design a
program that would help leadership educators learn seminal
content in leadership as well as effective instructional
strategies for teaching leadership in and out of the classroom.

LEA By the Numbers

“I have used many of the theories and models,
but as someone who didn’t get my education
in leadership education specifically, the ability
for me to understand them more clearly as well
as to really grasp the families of theory was
extremely helpful so that I may more carefully
choose which theories and models fit situations
in the future to teach. The entire day of theory
… was exactly what I needed.”
LEA took place over two and a half days in Orlando,
integrating three distinct, but complementary, learning
experiences. The first experience or Day 1, covered a broad
overview of major “families” of leadership theory as well
as foundational models and concepts that have shaped the
discipline. The content was delivered through interactive
exercises and group work.

The Vision

The assembled
LEA team first
2.5 years to plan
met in March of
2.5 days of deep learning
2013 to explore
and expand on our
57 participants from 6 countries
initial vision. From
10 facilitators
this and subsequent
1 goal — help leadership educators
conversations, a
facilitate leadership learning
shared vision of
LEA emerged. It
was agreed upon
that LEA should be immersive, cohort-based, experiential,
intentional, and that there must be opportunities for
reflection, feedback, and mentoring. After establishing a
shared vision for LEA, the planning began. The team spent
two and a half years designing the structure, curriculum,
resources, and assessment plan for the first Leadership
Education Academy in August 2015.
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The second experience, or Day 2, included intentional
instructional design, pedagogical practices, and assessment
of learning in the context of leadership education. Similar to
Day 1, the content was delivered with the learner in mind.
Participants engaged through facilitator-led demonstrations,
roundtables and breakout sessions, and mini-workshops
designed to allow for the practice of introduced concepts.
The final experience, or Day 3, integrated the content from
Day 1 and the process from Day 2 in a learning environment
that included facilitator and peer feedback and coaching as
well as facilitator-led breakout sessions in which participants
applied what they learned the previous two days through
their own curriculum design and evaluation planning. It was
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important for the LEA planning team that participants had
opportunities to reflect on their experience, delve further into
topics of interest, and practice what they learned.

their strengths and weaknesses so we could
all become better at what we do in leadership
education.”

In addition to the unique format of the three distinct days,
LEA integrated exercises around leadership educator identity
exploration. Through reflection, narratives, storytelling, and
images, leadership educators explored their own professional
identities as a way to make meaning of how those identities
shape what and how they teach.

“This was truly an instrumental experience
in my educational, professional, and personal
growth and development.”
“It was exactly what I needed from a learning
process and everything I wish I had in any
conference I attend.”

“In terms of teaching and learning expertise,
I felt that LEA provided the participants with
a plethora of pedagogical
strategies, teaching
methods, and creative
ideas related to teaching
leadership.”

“The LEA Conference that
I went to this week was the
best investment ever (for
me) of our Palm Beach
Atlantic development funds.
I was exposed to so many
innovative, creative, and
effective teaching methods.
I have never been more
excited for the beginning of
a new school year.

Final Reflections
The creation of LEA was truly
an innovative and collaborative
process that brought together an
array of leadership educators to
construct a unique experience
that contributed to the field of
leadership education. Although
the facilitators engaged in a great
number of conversations and
collaborative projects over the 2.5
years of planning, many had not
met in person until LEA. Yet, it
was clear early on how well the
shared passion of LEA would spill
into creating a cohesive team.

“This was the most
beneficial and informative
conference I have ever
attended.”
There is no better way to sum it up
than to say, as one participant did,
“For a first-time endeavor created
from a think-tank in an Ohio State
University diner, I think this was
an unbelievable experience, and I
feel honored to have been part of the first cohort of I’m sure
many future LEA participants.”

For a first-time initiative, this
program received rave reviews
from participants. They noted the
benefit of having an immersive and
cohesive environment where they
could learn and share, facilitators
and peers who challenged their learning, and exposure to so
many new ideas for leadership learning. LEA truly ignited
their passions. From their words....

“I was so very please by the willingness
that participants and presenters exhibited in
sharing their expertise, their resources, and
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Missed this year’s Leadership Education
Academy? Dates for the second biennial
Academy in 2017 will soon be announced!
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